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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate the contribution of stereopsis to the processing of observed manipulative actions.
To this end, we first combined the factors “stimulus type” (action, static control, and dynamic control), “stereopsis” (present,
absent) and “viewpoint” (frontal, lateral) into a single design. Four sites in premotor, retro-insular (2) and parietal cortex
operated specifically when actions were viewed stereoscopically and frontally. A second experiment clarified that the stereo-
action-specific regions were driven by actions moving out of the frontoparallel plane, an effect amplified by frontal viewing in
premotor cortex. Analysis of single voxels and their discriminatory power showed that the representation of action in the
stereo-action-specific areas was more accurate when stereopsis was active. Further analyses showed that the 4 stereo-action-
specific sites form a closed network converging onto the premotor node, which connects to parietal and occipitotemporal
regions outside the network. Several of the specific sites are known to process vestibular signals, suggesting that the network
combines observed actions in peripersonal space with gravitational signals. These findings have wider implications for the
function of premotor cortex and the role of stereopsis in human behavior.
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Introduction
The displacement of eyes to a more frontal position in the heads
of primates, thus allowing stereopsis, is a key feature ofmamma-
lian evolution (Barton 2004; Heesy et al. 2011). Yet investigations
into the processing of stereo signals in the brain have until now
concentrated on the perception of objects (Tsao et al. 2003; Likova
and Tyler 2007; Parker 2007; Orban 2011), with very little known
about themechanisms that underlie the role of stereopsis in per-
ceiving observed actions. Because the human body is nonrigid,
stereopsis is crucial for recovering positions and speeds of body
parts for actions moving out of the frontoparallel (FP) plane of
the observer, since monocular characteristics, such as size
changes, are informative only for rigid bodies (Regan and Gray
2001). It is significant that most interactions with conspecifics
occur in face-to-face situations and involve such out-of-the-
FP-plane (OFPP) action. The plane in which actions unfold in
the observers’ visual field depends not only on his viewpoint

but also on the axis alongwhich the actormoveshis hand. There-
fore, to clarify the distinction between the axis in space, linked to
the actor, and the direction of the action for the observer, we use
the term OFPP when referring to the observer and the terms
x- and z-axes to characterize actions in the peripersonal space
of the actor. Physics thus predicts that stereopsis is essential
for processing observed actions, but only OFPP actions, and stere-
opsis should therefore improve the fidelity of any such action re-
presentation. Although it seems obvious that viewpoint and
stereopsis interact, stereopsis was not manipulated in the very
few single-cell studies investigating the effect of viewpoint on
premotor neuron activity (Caggiano et al. 2011).

Thus far only a single functional imaging study, from our
group, has investigated the role of stereopsis in processing ob-
served actions. This study (Jastorff et al. 2016) reported that stere-
opsis increased activation in premotor and, to some degree,
parietal nodes of the action observation network. However, this
study, which used biological motion (BM) stimuli to portray
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diverse complex actions, left many questions unanswered, in
that multiple viewpoints and action types were intermingled,
and lacked any background or scene against which the actions
took place. In the present study, we utilize videos portraying ac-
tions belonging to a well-defined and well-studied class: object
manipulation (Binkofski et al. 1999; Iacoboni et al. 1999; Buccino
et al. 2001; Culham et al. 2003; Gazzola et al. 2007; Grafton and
Hamilton 2007; Jastorff et al. 2010; Mukamel et al. 2010; Gallivan
et al. 2016). The actions were shown against a background from 2
different allocentric viewpoints: frontal and lateral. To control for
the lower-order effects of disparity, we also included static and
dynamic control conditions. Hence, the main experiment fol-
lowed a 3 × 2 × 2 factorial design, with “stimulus type,” “stereop-
sis,” and “viewpoint” as factors.

We have introduced a novel analysis complementing trad-
itional univariate analyses, used here in the factorial main
experiment and in the previous study (Jastorff et al. 2016). While
classical analyses can identify areas involved by indicating
areas where stereopsis enhances action processing, they can-
not, however, provide information concerning the accuracy of
observed action representations; much less demonstrate that
stereopsis increases accuracy. To probe directly the action re-
presentation in those areas, we developed a novel single-voxel
analysis using d′ as ameasure ofneural distancebetweenobserved
actions. If voxels “discriminate” better between the observed ac-
tionswhen stereopsis is enabled,we expect d′of single voxels to in-
crease in stereo conditions. This analysis may prove a welcome
alternative to multivoxel pattern analysis ( MVPA) (Norman et al.
2006), a machine learning technique which indicates that a re-
presentation ispresent, but notwhich representation, as thevoxels
driving the classification are unknown (Bulthe et al. 2015; Wardle
et al. 2015). In addition,MVPA frequently returns classification per-
formances exceeding chance level by only a few percent (Gallivan
et al. 2013; Eger et al. 2015; Pilgramm et al. 2016),

Themain experiment revealed a previously unknown, stereo-
action-specific network, centered on a premotor node, describing
howactions unfold in space, including gravitational effects. Add-
itional experiments bore out the prediction of the physics, that
the activity in this network would depend on the observed ac-
tions being OFPP for the observer and that these actions are
more accurately represented by this network when stereopsis is
enabled. These results provide news insights into why the visual
processing of perceived actions should involve premotor cortex
and expands the known role of stereopsis in visual perception.

Materials and Methods
Participants

Twenty-four right-handed, healthy volunteers participated in
the present study. This study included a behavioral screening
and 3 brain-imaging experiments. All subjects participated in
the behavioral and the firstmain experiment. Data from one sub-
ject were discarded because of excessive head motion in the first
scanning session, hence the statistical analysis of the first experi-
ment included only 23 subjects (11 females;mean age: 26.2 years,
range: 22–30). Sixteen of these (9 females; mean age: 25.3 years,
range: 22–30) also participated in the second functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) experiment. Nine of those 16 further
participated in the third imaging experiment (5 females; mean
age: 24.7 years, range: 22–30). All participants had normal or cor-
rected-to-normal vision. Before admitting subjects to the study,
they were tested in the behavioral screening session to assess
their stereoscopic vision (see below). This study was approved

by the Ethical Committee of Parma Province, and all volunteers
gave written, informed consent prior to undergoing scanning
sessions, in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration.

Behavioral Screening

As stereopsis tends to be variable within the normal population,
participants were screened in a single behavioral session before
scanning. The participants were presented with 32 blocks, lasting
20.8 s and containing 8 action videos presented with or without
stereopsis. The videos were identical to those used in the main
fMRI experiment (see below fora complete descriptionof the stim-
uli). The stimuli were presented on a high-definition 3D monitor
(Samsung SynchMaster TA950) under control of E-prime software,
with the order of blocks randomized. The participants, sitting on a
chair at a distance of 1.25 m from the screen, viewed stimuli with
polarized glasses. At the end of each block subjects reported ver-
bally whether the videos were presented stereoscopically or not.
Only the 24 subjects (out of 34 tested) giving 100% correct re-
sponses were admitted to the scanning sessions.

Stimuli and Designs

Weused a series of 3 imaging experiments. The firstmain experi-
ment was used to investigate interactions between stimulus
type, stereopsis, and viewpoint. We then conducted 2 subse-
quent experiments with a simpler factorial structure that al-
lowed us to deconstruct the precise nature of the interactions
among these factors. Crucially, the main effects and interactions
of the first experiment were used to define regions of interest in
the subsequent experiments (in terms of regional summaries or
averages). This allowed us to finesse the multiple comparisons
problemandprovide a detailed picture of the functional anatomy
of stereoscopic action observation.

In all 3 imaging experiments, videos lasted 2.6 s, correspond-
ing to 65 frames at a frame rate of 25 frames/s. For the videos pre-
sented stereoscopically this framerate applied to each of the 2
eyes, as left and right images were recorded on a single large
frame. The size of the video images (18.4° × 20.8°) was approxi-
mately double that employed in our previous action studies
(Jastorff et al. 2010; Abdollahi et al. 2013; Ferri, Peeters, et al.
2015; Ferri, Rizzolatti, et al. 2015), in order to obtain a sufficient
range of depths in the stereoscopic videos.

The aim of the first, “main experiment”was to investigate the
effects of stereopsis and viewpoint on the processing of observed
manipulative actions. To this end,we created video clips showing
an actor (male or female) sitting on a chair close to a table, and
manipulating an object placed on the table with the right hand.
Four exemplars of the action class “manipulation” were pre-
sented: pushing, grasping, dragging, and displacing an object,
the first 3 being identical to those used in the Jastorff et al.
(2010), Abdollahi et al. (2013), and Ferri, Rizzolatti, et al. (2015)
studies. The video started with the actor’s right hand resting on
the table, next to the object, so that the action was performed
using only the fingers and the wrist, with no arm movement.
Most of the actions were directed along the z-axis of the actor’s
peripersonal space. All 4 actions were performed by a male and
female actor on a small red cube and a large blue ball, generating
4 versions of each exemplar. In order to compare the effects of the
2 viewpoints, all actions were recorded by 2 identical camcorders
(Panasonic HCX 900), one positioned to the actor’s left side
(lateral viewpoint) and the other in front (frontal viewpoint).
To enhance the depth range of the recordings and to equalize it
in videos taken from the 2 viewpoints, we took the following
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measures: (1) the distance between the camcorder and the object
on the table was fixed at 1.2 m for both viewpoints, yielding a full
view of the subject’s upper body (Fig. 1); (2) the distance between
the object and the background was set to 1.3 m for the 2 view-
points; (3) a heterogeneous pattern similar to a wood texture
served as the background for both viewpoints; (4) the recordings
were synchronized by using the same remote control for both
camcorders. To create stereoscopic videos, both camcorders
were fitted with dual lenses for 3D recording (Panasonic VW-
CLT2), positioned next to each other in the horizontal plane,
thus recording the same actor from 2 slightly different positions.
Each camcorder therefore produced pairs of frames: those seen
by the right lens and those seen by the left (Fig. 1).

The 3 design factors yielded 12 conditions, since the third fac-
tor, stimulus type included 3 levels: action videos, static, and dy-
namic controls. These control stimuli were needed for the figural
and motion components that are inherent to actions, but also to
control for lower-order static and dynamic disparity. For conveni-
ence, wewill refer to the conditions inwhich stereopsis is present
as “stereo-conditions” and those in which it was absent as
“mono-conditions” even if all stimuli were displayed binocularly.
This terminology indicates that while stereopsis is available as
the depth cue in the stereo-conditions, only monocular depth
cues are present in the mono-conditions. Hence, the 12 condi-
tions of the first experiment included: Stereo-action frontal,
mono-action frontal, stereo-static-control frontal, mono-static-
control frontal, stereo-dynamic-control frontal, mono-dynamic-
control frontal; stereo-action lateral, mono-action lateral,
stereo-static-control lateral, mono-static-control lateral, stereo-
dynamic-control lateral, and mono-dynamic-control lateral.

These stimuli were post-processed using Matlab software as fol-
lows. First, all the frames of each stereoscopic video were split
vertically into halves, separating the left and right eye images,
so that 2 videos were obtained from each original. Second, the
left and right videos were each resized to 18.4° × 20.8°. Third,
the mono-and stereo-action videos were created by pairing the
identical images (RE-RE or LE-LE) or the left and right images
(RE-LE), respectively. Fourth, the static control and dynamic
scrambled controlswere derived for all action videos. In the static
controls, the first, middle, or last frame was selected from both
mono and stereo-action videos to capture the shape of the
actor at different stages of the action. These static controls not
only control for body shape, but also lower-order factors such
as spatial frequency and color. To control for the motion compo-
nent, we created dynamic scrambled control videos by applying
the procedure of Ferri, Rizzolatti, et al. (2015) to the videos
shown to each eye, a process involving the extraction of optic
flow (Pauwels and Van Hulle 2009) followed by temporal scram-
bling. In summary, the 4 experimental conditions (stereo on/off
and both viewpoints) were all derived from the same physical ac-
tion performed by the actor, with the 2 control conditions
matched to each of these 4 experimental videos. Finally, to assess
the visual nature of the fMRI signals, we included a fixation con-
dition as the explicit baseline. In this condition, a rectangle hav-
ing the same size and average luminance as the videos was
shown.

The aim of the second experiment was to differentiate the ef-
fect of viewpoint from that of the axis of motion in space. In the
first experiment these 2 factors remained confounded, as almost
all actions unfolded along the z-axis of the actor and were thus

A C

B D

Figure 1. (A,B) Stimuli: stereo-pair of static frames taken from the stereo videos: lateral view (A) and frontal view (B); (C,D) positions of the fixation points in lateral (C) and

frontal (D) runs of the first main experiment: yellow, behind the object, blue, in front; in (A,B) yellow dots: fixation point; in (C,D) red asterisks indicate the 2 fixation points

used in half of the subjects, the black asterisks those used in the other half during the first session of experiment 1; Fixation points were swapped during the second

session, thus all subjects used all 4 fixation points in experiment 1; in individual runs upper and lower fixation points were alternated.
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OFPP actions for the frontal viewpoint but not for lateral. There-
fore, in this second “axis” experiment the 4 manipulative stereo-
actions of the first experiment were performed either along the
z-axis or the x-axis of the actor’s peripersonal space and were
viewed either frontally or laterally in a 2 × 2 design. Both camcor-
ders (lateral and frontal viewpoints) were thus used to record
stereoscopic video clips of the same 4 action exemplars used in
the main experiment (grasping, dragging, pushing, and dis-
placing), and these actions were directed along either the z or x
axis of the actor (Fig. 2). Two actors (one male and one female)
manipulated either a small red cube or a large blue ball, produ-
cing 4 versions of each action along a given axis, for a total of
16 action videos per condition. During the recording, made in
the same setting as the main experiment, we followed the pre-
cautionary measures described above for the main experiment.

The design of the second experiment yielded 4 experimental
conditions: stereo-actions viewed frontally and directed along
the actor’s z-axis (Frontal-Z), stereo-actions viewed frontally
and directed along the x-axis (Frontal-X), stereo-actions viewed
laterally and directed along the z-axis (Lateral-Z), stereo-actions
viewed laterally and directed along the x-axis (Lateral-X), plus a
fixation condition, as the explicit baseline.

The aim of the third experiment was to investigatewhether sin-
gle voxels in activation sites identified in themain experiment could
better discriminate between action exemplars in stereo- conditions
than in mono-conditions. In this “discrimination” experiment, we
used the stereo andmono-action videos from themain experiment,
but seen only from the frontal viewpoint. The experimental de-
sign thus included 8 experimental conditions (stereo-grasping,
stereo-pushing, stereo-dragging, stereo-displacing, mono-grasping,
mono-pushing, mono-dragging, mono-displacing), with a fixation
condition as the explicit baseline.

Experimental Procedures

The first main experiment followed a 3 × 2 × 2 design with factors
type of stimulus (action videos and static and dynamic controls),
stereopsis (stereo,mono), and viewpoint (frontal, lateral). Each of
the two 8-run sessions included 4 runs with either frontal- or lat-
eral-viewpoint videos, reducing the design to 2 × 3 for single runs
(Fig. 3). To half the subjects, the frontal view was shown in odd-
numbered runs in the first session and even runs in the second;
for the remaining half, this sequencewas reversed. Within a run,
the 5 conditions (stereo-action, stereo-control [static or dynamic],
mono-action, mono-control [static or dynamic], fixation) were
presented in blocks lasting 20.8 s and repeated 4 times, defining
4 cycles of 5 blocks (Fig. 3), for a total per-run duration of 416 s.
Each experimental block included 8 videos, corresponding to 4
action exemplars and both genders. The factor object was spread
over successive cycles; hence in each run all 16 action video clips
(4 exemplars, 2 genders, and 2 objects) for any given condition
were shown twice. Because we wished to control for both static
shape and motion, 2 cycles of a given run included a stereo-
and a mono-block with 8 static frames, while the other 2 cycles
included blocks consisting of 8 dynamic scrambled videos. Both

Figure 2. Conditions of the axis control experiment generated by 2 axes of action

(z, x) in peripersonal space of the actor and 2 viewpoints (lateral, frontal).

A B

Figure 3. Experimental design (A) and session plus run structure (B) of the firstmain experiment. Runs included 4 cycles of all 5 conditions in identical order. Across cycles,

control conditions alternated, as well as the static frame used; A: action, S: static control, D: dynamic control, mid: middle, fix: fixation, s: stereo, m: mono.
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the order of the videos within a block and the order of the blocks
themselves were pseudorandomly selected and counterbalanced
across runs and participants (with the fixation condition always
presented last in the cycle). Moreover, variations within a given
condition were equalized across one or several runs. Because the
mono-stimuli were generated by the 2 identical left (LE–LE) or
right (RE–RE) images taken from the original 3D videos (see
above), LE–LE or RE–RE videos were interleaved within each block.
In each static control block, a different frame, either the first, mid-
dle or last, was selected for all 8 stimuli. These 3 possibilities alter-
nated randomly over the static blocks of the different runs (Fig. 3).

The second axis experiment followed of a 2 × 2 design with
factors viewpoint (frontal and lateral) and direction of the action
(along the z or x axis relative to the actor), while the factors
stereopsis and stimulus type remained constant, as only stereo-
actions were presented. A single MRI session included 8 runs, in
which the 5 conditions (frontal-Z, frontal-X, lateral-Z, lateral-X,
fixation) were presented in 20.8 s blocks repeated 4 times, yield-
ing 4 cycles, for a total run duration of 416 s, as in themain experi-
ment. Each experimental block included 8 videos, corresponding
to 4 action exemplars and both genders. Within a run, all video
clips for a given condition (n = 16: 4 exemplars, 2 genders, and 2
objects) were shown twice. Both the videos within a block and
the order of the blocks were pseudorandomly selected (with the
fixation condition always presented last in a cycle), and counter-
balanced across runs and participants.

The third discrimination experiment followed a 2 × 4 design
with stereopsis (stereo-mono) and action exemplars (grasping,
dragging, pushing, displacing) as factors. Moreover, a fixation
condition was added to the 8 experimental conditions, as in the
previous experiments. These 9 conditions were presented in
10.4-s mini-blocks repeated 7 times, for a total run duration of
655.2 s. Each mini-block included all 4 versions of the action ex-
emplar (2 genders × 2 objects). Again, both the videos within a
mini-block and the order of the mini-blocks were selected
pseudorandomly (with fixation always presented last in a cycle),
and counterbalanced across runs and participants. Ten runs
were collected in a single session.

In all 3 experiments, the subjects laymotionless in the bore of
the scanner while observing videos and maintaining gaze on a
stationary fixation point positioned above or below the hand of
the actor. To avoid the fixation point having a constant position
across runs and subjects, which would bias the lateralization of
the activations, we used 4 different fixation point positions rela-
tive to the hand in all runs of the 3 experiments: 2 positions above
and behind the hand (yellow in Fig. 1C,D): and 2 below and in
front of the hand (blue in Fig. 1C,D). Because the data of the first
main and second axis experiments were analyzed using univari-
ate statistics, requiring averaging across subjects, fixation-point
positions were counterbalanced across subjects in these experi-
ments. In half the subjects, the fixation point was located either
up and right (in 4 runs) or down and left (other 4 runs) relative to
the hand (black asterisks in Fig. 1C,D), using the other 2 positions
(up left and down right) in the other subjects (red asterisks in
Fig. 1C,D). In the first experiment, the fixation points were ex-
changed in the second session. In the discrimination control ex-
periment the 4 positions were instead counterbalanced across
the 10 runs in each subject, as it relied on an individual subject
statistical analysis.

Data Collection

Participants lay supine in the bore of the scanner. Visual stimuli
were presented in the FP plane at the same distance at which

they were recorded, by means of a head-mounted display
(60 Hz refresh rate) with a resolution of 800 horizontal × 600 ver-
tical pixels (Resonance Technology, Northridge, CA) for each eye.
The displaywas controlled by anATI Radeon 2400 DXdual output
video card (AMD, Sun Valley, CA), which allowed a stretched
desktop presentation onto the horizontal plane (1600 horizontal
pixels), corresponding to the images of the 2 eyes. Thus the dis-
play presented horizontal binocular disparities (range −8 minarc
to 8 minarc, see Supplementary Fig. 1) by providing separate
images for each eye, without shuttering. Sound-attenuating
headphoneswere used tomuffle scanner noise. The presentation
of the stimuli and the recording of the onset of each block were
controlled by E-Prime software (Psychology Software Tools,
Sharpsburg, PA). To reduce the amount of head motion during
scanning, the subjects’ head was padded with PolyScan™
vinyl-coated cushions. To ensure that the subjects fixated prop-
erly, an eye tracker system (60 Hz, Resonance technology, North-
ridge, CA) monitored eye movements throughout the duration of
each run. This is important for proper interpretation of the data,
because several cortical regions, including parietal cortex, dis-
play saccade-related BOLD responses (Kimmig et al. 2001; Koya-
ma et al. 2004). Moreover, this tracking system included 2
cameras, positioned on the left and on the right sides of the gog-
gles, recording the positions of both eyes simultaneously. This
binocular system allowed us to explicitly control for vergence
eyemovements, bymeasuring the standard deviation (SD) of bin-
ocular differences in eye position. Again, this is an important
control since vergence eye movements have been shown to acti-
vate regions in the precentral sulcus, as do saccades (Alvarez
et al. 2010).

Scanningwas performed using a 3TMR scanner (GEDiscovery
MR750, Milwaukee, ILL) with an 8-parallel-channel receiver coil,
located in the University Hospital of the University of Parma.
Functional imageswere acquired using gradient-echo-planar im-
agingwith the following parameters: 49 horizontal slices (2.5 mm
slice thickness; 0.25 mm gap), repetition time (TR) = 3 s, time of
echo (TE) = 30 ms, flip angle = 90°, 96 × 96 matrix with FOV 240
(2.5 × 2.5 mm in plane resolution), and ASSET factor of 2. The 49
slices contained in each volume covered the entire brain. Each
run started with the collection of 4 dummy volumes to ensure
that the MR signal had reached a steady state. A 3-dimensional
(3D) high-resolution T1-weighted IR-prepared fast SPGR (Bravo)
image, covering the entire brain, was acquired in the first scan-
ning session and used as anatomical reference. Its acquisition
parameters were as follows: TE/TR 3.7/9.2 ms; inversion time
650 ms, flip-angle 128, acceleration factor (ARC) 2; 186 sagittal
slices acquired with 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 resolution. A single scanning
session required about 90 min. In the sessions of the first main
experiment and the second axis experiment, 1120 volumes (140
volumes × 8 runs) were collected. 2520 volumes (252 volumes × 10
runs) were collected in the third discrimination experiment.

Statistical Analysis

First Main Experiment
Data analysis was performed using the SPM8 software package
(WellcomeDepartment of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) run-
ning under Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA). The 16 runs of
the 2 sessions were preprocessed in a single stage including: (1)
realignment of the images, (2) coregistration of the anatomical
and mean functional images, (3) spatial normalization (estimat-
ing both the optimum 12-parameter affine transformation and
nonlinear deformations) of all images to a standard stereotaxic
space (MNI) with a voxel size of 2 × 2 × 2 mm and (4) smoothing
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the resulting images with an isotropic Gaussian kernel of 6 mm.
Data from one subject were discarded because >10% of the vo-
lumes were corrupted, either because the signal strength varied
>1.5% from mean value, or because scan-to-scan movement
exceeds 0.5 mm per TR in any of the 6 realignment parameters
(ArtRepair in SPM8). Because the frontal and lateral viewpoint
videos were included in different runs (see above and Fig. 3),
we created 2 separated general linear models (GLMs) for each
subject to model the conditions of 8 runs. The design matrix
of these GLMs was composed of 13 regressors: 7 modeling the
conditions used (stereo-and mono-actions, stereo-and mono-
static controls, stereo- and mono-dynamic controls, baseline),
and 6 from the realignment process (3 translations and 3 rota-
tions). All condition-specific regressors were convolved with the
canonical hemodynamic response function.

We also included the disparity changes between frames of the
videos as a variable of no interest, because they were not
matched in stereo-actions and dynamic controls. Indeed, static
and dynamic control conditions were intended to control for sta-
tic and dynamic disparities, respectively. Hence, we evaluated
how closely the action videos and control conditions were
matched in these respects (Supplementary Figs 1–3), assessing
disparity and change in disparity in the stimuli in the following
way. For each frame (Supplementary Fig. 1A,D) a disparity map
(Supplementary Fig. 1B,E) was calculated from the video image
pairs, using the semi-global matching algorithm (Hirschmuller
2008) as implemented in the OpenCV-library (Bradski 2000). For
each pixel in the left image, this computer-vision algorithm
finds the corresponding pixel in the right image by minimizing
a global cost function including intensity differences and global
smoothness in the estimated disparity map. The change in dis-
parity between successive frames of an action video or dynamic
control was simply defined as the absolute value of differences in
the disparity maps of the frames (Supplementary Fig. 1C,F). We
defined a 7° × 8° rectangle (see Supplementary Fig. 1C,F) and spa-
tially averaged the disparities and disparity changes over the pix-
els within this rectangle, yielding a single change index for each
video frame. This rectangle was fixed with respect to the video
frame and included most hand trajectories for all fixation point
positions. Hence it corresponds to the region of the display
where disparities may differ between action videos and static
controls and also where dynamic disparities should be non-
zero. The disparity and change in disparity associated with
each condition was then simply the average of all frames pre-
sented in that condition. Supplementary Figure 2 indicates that
the dynamic disparities were much greater for the action videos
than the dynamic controls. Hence, dynamic disparity had to be
included as a variable of no interest. In contrast, the disparities
of action videos and static controls was well-matched for both
viewpoints (Supplementary Fig. 3) so here, disparity was not in-
cluded as variable of no interest.

For both GLMs, we performed a 2-level random effect analysis
(Holmes and Friston 1998). At the first level, each condition-spe-
cific regressor (2 actions, 4 controls, and one fixation condition)
was contrasted with the implicit baseline, yielding 7 contrast
images, keeping GLMs separate. The second level, performed
on 23 subjects, comprised one model that included 14 regressors
corresponding to the 7 contrast images from the first level for
both frontal and lateral viewpoint GLMs. In this way we could
compute main effect and interaction maps using all 3 factors
(stimulus type, stereopsis, and viewpoint) in the experimental
design. Main effect maps show activations due to any given
factor independently of the others. We computed 4 such main-
effect maps: one for stimulus type (positive for action), one for

stereopsis (positive for stereo) and 2 for viewpoint (one positive
for frontal and one opposite for lateral). Moreover, in order to en-
sure that reported differences in activity cannot be explained
by lower-order factors also present in control conditions, all
main-effect T maps were obtained by taking the conjunction
(conjunction null, Nichols et al. 2005) between 2 main effects ob-
tained independently using static and dynamic controls. In add-
ition, eachmain effect mapwas inclusivelymasked by the image
contrasting all levels of that variable versus fixation at P < 0.01 un-
corrected (e.g., for action main effect the mask was obtained by
contrasting all action conditions vs. fixation condition). The sites
of the main effects were subjected to small-value correction
using either the phAIP confidence ellipses of Jastorff et al. (2010)
and Georgieva et al. (2009), or a precentral sulcus (PCS) ROI of
10 mm radius centered on coordinates from previous studies
(Ferri, Peeters, et al. 2015; Ferri, Rizzolatti, et al. 2015). To evaluate
whether one factor was dependent on the levels of the other fac-
tors, we also calculated 2- and 3-way interactionmaps. As for the
main effects, maps of all interactionswere obtained by taking the
conjunction of the static and dynamic control interactions and
were inclusivelymaskedwith an image contrasting the condition
with positive levels of the factors versus fixation at P < 0.01 (e.g.,
the 3-way interaction positive for frontal viewpoint, action and
stereo, was masked with stereo-action-frontal vs. fixation). All
maps were thresholded at P < 0.001 uncorrected level. We consid-
ered only clusters for which the size exceeded 10 voxels and the
maxima reached P < 0.05 FWE corrected level, either in thewhole
brain or after small-volume correction. To summarize the effect
sizes (i.e., parameter estimates) subtending the interactions, we
applied the same GLM to region-of-interest averages identified
in the SPM. Strictly speaking, this is redundant because the impli-
cit GLM in the SPM analysis is simply being reproduced using lin-
ear mixtures of data. However, repeating the analysis provides
useful regional summaries and is consistent with our subse-
quent ROI analysis of the 2 control experiments.

To evaluate how stereopsis in the action-frontal condition af-
fected the effective connectivity of the regions significant in the
3-way interaction map, we applied a psycho-physiological inter-
action (PPI) analysis (Friston et al. 1997; Gitelman et al. 2003),
using stereopsis as the experimental factor. To define seed re-
gions in individual subjects, we contrasted the stereo-action-
frontal condition with the average of its control conditions, and
retained the voxels reaching P < 0.05 and having local maxima
(LM) within 15 mm of the group LM. The threshold for the PPI
was set at P < 0.001 and a cluster size of 10 voxels.

Both the SPMs and PPI maps were projected (enclosing voxel
projection) onto flattened left and right hemispheres of the
human PALS B12 atlas (Van Essen 2005, http://sumsdb.wustl.
edu:8081/sums/ directory.do?id=636032) using the Caret software
package (Van Essen et al. 2001, http://brainvis.wustl.edu/caret).
Profiles of 3-way interaction and action main effect sites were
computed by averaging the voxels reaching P < 0.001 uncorrected
in the contrast, with themasking described above. These profiles
were computed independently for frontal and lateral runs in a
split analysis, using 2 runs (one from each session) to define
the ROI and 6 runs to compute activity in the different conditions.
These profiles were analyzed with analysis of variances (ANO-
VAs) and Fishers least significant difference was used as a post
hoc test.

Second Axis Experiment
Data analysis was performed using SPM8. The preprocessing of
the 8 runs included the same steps as in the main experiment
(see above). The design matrix of GLM was composed of 11
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regressors: 5 modeling the conditions used (Frontal_Z, Frontal_X,
Lateral_Z, Lateral_X, fixation) and 6 from the realignment process
(3 translations and 3 rotations). We did not include disparity
change as a variable of no interest, since the experimental design
did not make use of control conditions.

The statistical analysis was restricted to the four 3-way inter-
action sites from the first main experiment. The data of themain
experiment were used to define ROIs in individual subjects. First
the interaction positive for action and stereo, was computed for
each subject, using only the frontal-viewpoint runs. We used
this contrast because the 3-way interaction could not be computed
at the single subject level since the 2-viewpoint levels were in dif-
ferent runs. Second, we looked for the individual LM in the inter-
action nearest to the four 3-way interaction sites obtained in the
main experiment. As for the PPI analysis, we accepted only local
maxima within 15 mm of the original group site. Finally, we de-
fined 27-voxel ROIs around the individual maxima.

Third Discrimination Experiment
Data analysis was performed using SPM8 and Matlab. The pre-
processing of the 10 runs included the same steps as in the
main experiment (see above), except for smoothing, since the

analysis was performed at the voxel level (Serences et al. 2009).
The design matrix of the GLM was composed of 15 regressors: 9
modeling the conditions (all frontal: stereo-and mono-grasping,
stereo-and mono-pushing, stereo-and mono-dropping, stereo-
andmono-displacing, fixation) and 6 taken from the realignment
process. We did not include disparity change as a variable of no
interest, since the experimental design did not include control
conditions.

Using a novel approach, we incorporated the sensitivity index
or d′ from signal detection theory (Green and Swets 1966) to in-
vestigate the representation of observed action at the single-
voxel level. In signal detection theory, d′ provides a measure of
the separation between the means of the signal (S) and noise
(N) distributions, compared against the standard deviation of
the distributions: d′ = (mean S− mean N)/square root [(SD_S2 +
SD_N2)/2] (Green and Swets 1966; Solis and Doupe 1997; Theunis-
sen andDoupe 1998; Person and Perkel 2007). Herewe applied the
same statistic to each voxel, comparing one observed action, con-
sidered as a signal (S), to another observed action, considered as
noise (N) in the following way. For each voxel we calculated the d′
values for the 6 possible pairs comparing 4 observed actions,
using either the stereo-actions or the mono-actions (Fig. 4).

A B C

D E F

G H I

J K L

Figure 4. Definition of d′. (A,C) single voxel (in PCG of subject 1, stereo conditions): (A) fitted BOLD activity of one voxel for observing pushing (red) and grasping (blue) as a

function of scan number in the sessions (concatenated); (B) distributions of fitted BOLD of the voxel for the 2 actions (pushing and grasping) compared in the d′ which

compares difference of means (full line) to the standard deviations (stippled line); (C) mean (over runs) autocorrelation function of the voxel for grasping compared with

the confidence limits for zero correlation. This function is used to correct the standard deviation in B. Notice that the lag takes different values in ms as scans for a given

action were blocked together in miniblocks of 4 TRs. Vertical lines: SE, horizontal lines: mean confidence limits (D–L) PCG ROI in stereo conditions. (D–I): distribution of d′
(D–F) and its absolute value (G–I) in subject 1 for 3 pairs: pushing–grasping (C,F), pushing–dragging (D,G), and pushing displacing (E,H); (I–K) distribution of mean d′ in PCG

for 9 subjects: pushing–grasping (I), pushing–dragging (J), and pushing–displacing (K). (J–L) The average d′ across the 9 subjects (value indicated by vertical dashed line and

number) is used in Figure 9.
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Each run yielded 28 fitted Bold values (fitted responses in SPM)
corresponding to the 28 scans taken during the presentation of
a single action. Because 10 runs were sampled, the d′ of each
voxel for an action pair was based on 280 samples (Fig. 4A,B).
As the d′ calculation assumes that the samples are independent,
we tested the autocorrelation in the data points from single runs,
which differed significantly from zero. Hence the computation of
the standard deviations entering the d′ calculus was broken
down in a within-run part, which was corrected using the
mean (over 10 runs) autocorrelation coefficients for each action
and voxel (Fig. 4C), and a between-run component. These d′ va-
lues could assume positive and negative signs, depending on
the levels of activity evoked by the 2 observed actions (Fig. 4D–F).
Since the distributions in a ROI were symmetrical, and we were
interested only in differences in activity, we took the absolute
value of the d′ before averaging over voxels in a ROI (Fig. 4G–I).
The distribution of this average d′ across subjects is summarized
by an inter-subject mean (Fig. 4J–L).

At the suggestion of an anonymous reviewer, we have run a
canonical variate analysis (CVA), an established multivariate ap-
proach (Friston et al. 1995) implemented in SPM8, to test differ-
ences between action exemplars. The d′ calculation and the
CVA have some similarities, insofar as both are related to linear
discriminant analysis, and in the opinion of the reviewer, CVA
might replace the d′ analysis. The preprocessing and the GLM de-
sign were the same as for the d′ computation, to make the ana-
lyses as comparable as possible. CVA was carried out at the
single-subject level using 6 contrasts, comparing the action ex-
emplars pairwise, but only in the stereo conditions (stereo-grasp-
ing vs. stereo-dragging, stereo grasping vs. stereo pushing, stereo
grasping vs. stereo displacing, stereo pushing vs. stereo dragging,
stereo pushing vs. stereo displacing, stereo dragging vs. stereo
displacing). Thus the 6 contrasts are the same as those used to
compute the d′ values. A single volume of 220 voxels, correspond-
ing to the voxels of the 4 stereo-action-specific (SAS) regions, was
used as a mask. CVA uses the generalized eigenvalue solution to
the treatment (here contrasts between actions) and the residual
sum of squares and products of a GLM. The eigenvalues have a
chi2 distribution, which allows testing the null hypothesis that
themapping is ofD or greater dimensionality. These 2 results (di-
mensionality, and χ2) were tabulated for each subject and action
pair. Sinceweuse 6 contrasts for each of the 9 subjects, we correct
for 6 comparisons for each individual. If the χ2 did not reach the

significance level in the first analysis, CVAwas repeated a second
time using each SAS region separately as a mask.

Results
Behavioral Data: Fixation

In the factorial main experiment, subjects (n = 23) averaged 7.7
saccades/min (SD = 1.4) in the frontal runs, and 8.6 saccades/
min (SD = 0.8) in the lateral runs, with no significant differences
among conditions (F6,15 = 0.8; P > 0.8, F6,15 = 0.4; P > 0.9, frontal
and lateral, respectively). The standard deviation of binocular dif-
ferences in horizontal position, providing a measure of vergence
eye movements (see Materials and Methods), averaged 0.87° and
0.76° in frontal and lateral runs respectively, with no significant
differences across conditions (F6,15 = 0.08; P > 0.9; F6,15 = 0.05;
P > 0.9).

Subjects (n = 16) fixated well during the 8 runs of the axis con-
trol session. The average across subjects was 9.3 saccades/min
(SD = 1.2), without any significant differences across conditions
(F4,10 = 0.3; P > 0.9). The standard deviation of binocular position
differences, estimating vergence eye movements (see methods),
averaged 0.53° with no significant differences across conditions
(F4,10 = 0.08; P > 0.9). All subjects (n = 9) also fixated well during
the 10 runs of the discrimination control session, averaging 10.1
saccades/min (SD = 1.1), with no significant differences across
conditions (F8,1= 0.2; P > 0.9). The standard deviation of binocular
position differences averaged 0.13° with no significant differ-
ences across conditions (F12,1= 0.07; P > 0.9).

Random Effect Analysis of Factorial Main Experiment

The principal aim of this study was to investigate the contribu-
tions of stereopsis and the observer’s point of view to the pro-
cessing of observed manipulative actions. Hence, the first main
experiment followed a 3 × 2 × 2 design (Figs 1 and 3) with factors
stimulus type, stereopsis, and viewpoint. Table 1 and Supple-
mentary Table 1 list the localmaxima and sizes of the sites reach-
ing significance level (P < 0.001 uncorrected) in the random-effect
analysis. Most of the sites yielding a main effect or interaction,
however, reached FWE significance in the whole brain (bold) or
after SVC (small volume correction, underline). This was particu-
larly true for the main effect of action and the 3-way interaction

Table 1 Coordinates (x, y, z) of local maxima and cluster size (number of voxels at P < 0.001) of sites yielding significant (corrected) main effect of
action and 3-way interaction in the first main experiment:

Contrast Action main effect
action > control

Three-way interaction
Stereo × action × frontal

Location RH LH LH

x y z Size x y z Size x y z Size

1 pITS–pMTG −40 −68 6 367 44 −64 4 404
2 DIPSM −22 −54 54 52
3 phAIP–DIPSA 36 −38 52 40
4 phAIP −34 −42 48 28
5 PFop −56 −32 20 119
6 PFcm posterior −50 −40 24 89
7 dorsal PCS −26 −14 56 12
8 PCG −42 −12 48 49

Note: Bold characters represent FWE corrected level (whole brain) at P < 0.05; underlined characters represent FWE corrected level at P < 0.05 after small-volume correction.

pITS, posterior inferior temporal sulcus; pMTG, posterior middle temporal gyrus; DIPSM, dorsal intraparietal sulcus Medial; phAIP, putative human anterior intraparietal;

DIPSA, dorsal intraparietal sulcus anterior; preCS, precentral sulcus; PCG, precentral gyrus.
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(Table 1). Since most of the sites yielded by the main effect of
viewpoint and the 2-way interactions (Supplementary Table 1)
were also present in the 3-way interaction, only sites displaying
FWE significance for the latter interaction and for the action
main effect are described further.

Main Effect of Action
The action main effect contrasted the action conditions with the
control conditions (static and dynamic), independently of view-
point and disparity. As Figure 5A–D shows, the main effect of ac-
tion resulted in activations in both hemispheres, but was biased
toward the left hemisphere in parietal and premotor cortex, typ-
ical of action–observation studies (Buccino et al. 2001; Wheaton
et al. 2004; Jastorff et al. 2010; Ferri, Rizzolatti, et al. 2015).

In the left hemisphere, activation was present at all 3 levels of
the action observation’s network: occipitotemporal, posterior-
parietal, and premotor (Fig 5A–C). The lateral occipitotemporal
cortex (LOTC) site (367 voxels) began at the posterior part of in-
ferior temporal sulcus (pITS), corresponding to the retinotopic
areas MT and pMSTv (Abdollahi et al. 2014) that are part of the
human MT/V5 cluster (Kolster et al. 2010), and extended to the
posterior part of middle temporal gyrus (MTG). The local max-
imum (−40 −68 6; t = 5.56; P < 0.05 FWE corrected), was located
next to the rostral border of area MT/V5 (1 in Fig. 5C). Because
EBA overlaps with the MT cluster (Ferri et al. 2013), the posterior

part of the LOTC activation overlapped EBA. The cluster (4 in
Fig. 5C) in rostral intraparietal sulcus (IPS) corresponded to the
dorsal part of phAIP (Jastorff et al. 2010), considered the homolog
of the anterior part of monkey AIP (Vanduffel et al. 2014). Its local
maximum (−34 −42 48; t = 3.64) reached the P < 0.05 FWE cor-
rected level with small-volume correction using the phAIP el-
lipse, defined by Jastorff et al. (2010) and Georgieva et al. (2009),
as a priori ROI. It was also close to the average coordinates (−31,
−41,56) of the human parietal grasp region of Konen et al. (2013).
The main effect also activated another parietal site (−50 −40 24;
t = 5.27, P < 0.05 FWE corrected) located in the caudo-dorsal end
of the sylvian sulcus. Based on the inferior parietal lobule (IPL)
parcellation proposed by Caspers et al. (2006), it corresponds to
the dorsal part of PFcm (6 in Fig. 5C). The premotor activation
(7 in Fig. 5C) was located in the dorsal part of the left PCS, at the
level of the fourth–sixthmini-ROIs of Jastorff et al. (2010). Its local
maximum (−26 −14 56; t = 3.9 P < 0.001 uncorrected) reached the
P < 0.05 FWE significance level after small-volume correction
using the premotor site from the manipulation activation map
(Ferri, Rizzolatti, et al. 2015).

The right hemispherewas activated only in occipitotempor-
al and posterior parietal regions, symmetrically to those sites
on the left (Fig. 5D). The parietal site (36, 38, 52, t = 3.9), strad-
dling phAIP and DIPSA (3 in Fig. 5D), the homologs of anterior
and posterior parts of AIP (Vanduffel et al. 2014) reached FWE

A B

C D

Figure 5. SPMs showing the significant (LM FWE corrected P < 0.05) sites (yellow) for the action main effect of the first experiment in left and right hemisphere on folded

brain (A,B) and flat maps (C,D). Colored outlines correspond to cytoarchitectonically defined regions: opercular regions: blue (Eickhoff et al. 2006), and IPL regions: other

colors (pink: PFop, light green: PFcm, Caspers et al. 2006).White ellipses are confidence ellipses for phAIP, DIPSA, DIPSM, POIPS, andVIPS (from rostral to caudal) andwhite

ladder-like outline: premotormini-ROIs, from Jastorff et al. (2010). Colored outlines on the post ITS indicate theMT cluster (black:MT, purple: pMSTv, green pV4t, light blue:

pFST, Abdollahi et al. 2014). Numbers: see Table 1. preCS, precentral sulcus, CS, central sulcus, postCS, postcentral sulcus, IPS, intraparietal sulcus, STS, superior temporal

sulcus, ITS, inferior temporal sulcus, OTS, occipitotemporal sulcus.
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P < 0.05 after SVC using the phAIP ellipse (Jastorff et al. 2010), as
a priori ROI.

The main effect of action thus corresponds rather well to the
classical manipulative-action observation network described by
Jastorff et al. (2010), Abdollahi et al. (2013), and Ferri, Rizzolatti,
et al. (2015). The main differences are the absence here of the se-
cond LOTC activation site typically found in OTS, and the pres-
ence of a PF activation not reported in those earlier studies.

Three-way Interaction
In the present study, the 3-way interaction taken in the direction
action > controls, stereo >mono and frontal > lateral yielded 3
significant activation sites, all of which reached FWE-corrected
level (Table 2 and Fig. 6A). The interaction in the opposite direc-
tions yielded no activations. The first interaction site (8 in Fig. 6A,
−42,−12, 48, t = 5.7; P < 0.01 FWE corrected) was located in the pre-
central gyrus (PCG), adjacent and ventral to the actionmain effect
site. While the latter site overlapped mini-ROIs 4 to 6 of Jastorff
et al. (2010), the interaction site was located caudal to mini-ROI

9. The second site (2 in Fig. 6A,−22−54 54, t = 5.2; P < 0.05 FWE cor-
rected) was located in the medial-dorsal part of IPS, inside the
dorsal IPS medial (DIPSM) motion-sensitive region (Sunaert
et al. 1999), and was more caudal than the phAIP action main ef-
fect site. The profiles of the interaction sites (Fig. 7) indicate that,
basically, they were activated in only one of the 12 conditions:
stereo-actions observed in frontal view. This is strikingly differ-
ent from the profiles of the action main effect regions (Supple-
mentary Fig. 4). The profiles of the premotor and parietal sites
were relatively similar (Fig. 7A,B), although the DIPSM profile
showed weak responses to mono-action in lateral view, corre-
sponding to its location on the edge of the activation map for ob-
serving manipulation in the Ferri, Rizzolatti, et al. (2015) study.

The third site (5 in Fig. 6A) was located at the level of Sylvian
fissure, in retro-insular (RI) cortex, considered vestibular cortex in
humans (Lopez et al. 2012). This region extended from cytoarchi-
tectonic area PFop (Caspers et al. 2006) rostro-dorsally to the ven-
tral part of PFcm (Caspers et al. 2006). Its local maximum, −56
−32 20, located in PFop, reached the FWE corrected level (t = 5.6;

Table 2. PPI of stereo-action-specific regions: significant (P < 0.001 uncorrected, cluster size 10) sites (all in left hemisphere)

Seeds PCG (−42 −12 48) DIPSM (−22 −54 54) dorsal RI (−56 −32 20) ventral RI (−40 −38 20)

Targets
1. Lingual gyrus −24 −72 −4 −24 −70 −6
2. MT cluster −32 −74 −2
3. post STS −54 −54 14
4. DIPSM −24 −60 52 −26 −62 54
5. phAIP −38 −52 40
6. ant PF −64 −30 36
7. dorsal RI −56 −38 20
8. ventral RI −44 −36 22
9. PCG −40 −6 48 −40 −2 48 −40 −4 50
10. BA 44 −54 18 10 −56 18 8
11. ant IFS −30 42 8

Note: Italicized characters represent SAS region; underlined characters represent action main effect region.

STS, superior temporal sulcus, IFS, inferior frontal sulcus.

A B

Figure 6. (A) SPM showing the significant (LM P < 0.05 FWE corrected) sites (yellow) for the 3-way interaction between viewpoint (frontal = positive), stereopsis

(stereo = positive), and stimulus type (action = positive) in the first experiment on flatmap of left hemisphere; (B) enlargement of left flatmap showing dorsal (red),

ventral (orange) and posterior (blue) RI regions. Numbers see Table 1. Same conventions as Figure 5.
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P < 0.01 FWE corrected). This activation is located in RI cortex, but
rostro-ventral to the action main effect site. Figure 6B shows that
the 2 functional sites did not overlap.

Since the RI interaction site was almost evenly divided be-
tween 2 distinct anatomical areas, we considered splitting it
into 2 distinct functional ROIs: PFop, designated dorsal RI, with
the maximum located at −56 −32 20, and a size of 70 voxels,
and PFcm, designated ventral RI, with a maximum located at
−40 −38 20 (t = 5.3; P < 0.05 FWE corrected) and comprising 49 vox-
els. Their profiles, shown in Figure 7C,D, were significantly differ-
ent. Using statistical analysis to confirm the partitioning of the RI
cluster, we applied a 2 (ROI) × 12 (condition) ANOVA to the profiles
of dorsal and ventral RI regions. The 2-way interactionwas highly
significant (F1,242 = 18.7; P < 0.001); moreover a post hoc test
showed that the response in the stereo-action-frontal condition
was stronger in the dorsal part than in the ventral (P < 0.001).
This means that this partition divides the RI interaction site
into functionally different regions, due mainly to the activation

by stereo-action viewed frontally being stronger in the dorsal por-
tion. Thus we tentatively considered the 2 functional activations
seen in RI as distinct sectors, themselves different from the ac-
tion main effect site, which we designate posterior RI (Fig. 6B).

In summary, the main effect of action revealed, as expected,
occipitotemporal, parietal, and premotor regions. The 3-way
interaction revealed 4 sites: PCG, DIPSM, dorsal, and ventral
Retro-Insula, which are specific for the processing of observed
manipulative stereo-actions seen from a frontal perspective.
We refer to these sites as stereo-action-specific (SAS) sites.

Further Characterization of the Stereo-Action-specific
Regions

Second Axis Experiment
The first main experiment has shown that the 4 stereo- action-
specific regions were more active for the frontal viewpoint. As
noted earlier, 3 of the 4 manipulative action exemplars used

A B

C D

Figure 7.Activity profiles of stereo-action-specific regions: PCG (A), DIPSM (B), dorsal (C), and ventral RI (D) in thefirst experiment. Color code indicates viewpoint. A: action (red,

dark blue), S: static control (orange, light blue), D: dynamic control (orange, light blue). Since these profileswere either obtained bysplit analysis (seeMaterials andMethods) or

were computed for separate anatomical entities, they confirm the random effect analysis. Three-way ANOVA’s for individual profiles: PCG. main effect VP: F1,22 = 0.02 P> 0.9;

main effect STIT: F2,44 = 26.9 P < 0.001; main effect STE: F1,22 = 16.5 P < 0.001; VP × STIT: F2,44 = 14.9 P < 0.001; VP × STE: F1,22 = 7.4 P < 0.01; STIT × STE: F2,44 = 28.5 P < 0.001;

VP × STIT × STE: F2,44 = 33.7 P< 0.001. DIPSM. main effect VP: F1,22 = 0.05 P > 0.8; main effect STIT: F2,44 = 31.1 P < 0.001; main effect STE: F1,22 = 4.5 P < 0.05; VP × STIT: F2,44 = 10.4

P < 0.001; VP × STE: F1,22 = 1.8 P > 0.2; STIT × STE: F2,44 = 26.9 P < 0.001; VP × STIT × STE: F2,44 = 27.4 P < 0.001. Dorsal RI. main effect VP: F1,22 = 0.5 P > 0.5; main effect STIT:

F2,44 = 31.8 P < 0.001; main effect STE: F1,22 = 15.7 P < 0.001; VP × STIT: F2,44 = 12.7 P< 0.001; VP × STE: F1,22 = 9 P< 0.01; STIT× STE: F2,44 = 28.3 P< 0.001; VP × STIT× STE: F2,44 = 28.9

P < 0.001. Ventral RI. main effect VP: F1,22 = 0.3 P > 0.6; main effect STIT: F2,44 = 23.3 P < 0.001; main effect STE: F1,22 = 22.8 P < 0.001; VP × STIT: F2,44 = 11.7 P < 0.001; VP × STE:

F1,22 = 8.4 P < 0.01; STIT× STE: F2,44 = 26.9 P < 0.001; VP × STIT × STE: F2,44 = 30.6 P < 0.001. Black asterisks indicate that stereo-action frontal condition differed from all other

conditions in post hoc tests. Two-way ANOVA comparing the 2 RI profiles: 2ROIs (dorsal RI, ventral RI) × 12 Conditions. main effect ROI: F1,22 = 0.75 P > 0.3; main effect

condition: F11,242 = 22.7 P < 0.001; ROI × condition: F11,242 = 18.7 P < 0.001. Brown asterisk and line indicate that the stereo-action frontal condition differed between the dorsal

and ventral RI in post hoc test. STIT, stimulus type; STE, stereopsis, VP, viewpoint; m, mono; s, stereo, A, action, S, static, D, dynamic.
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(grasping, dragging pushing) moved along the z-axis of the ac-
tor’s peripersonal space. Since this axis is orthogonal to the FP
plane of the observer in the frontal but not the lateral view
(Fig. 2), viewpoint specificity was difficult to interpret, as view-
point and OFPP direction were confounded. Therefore, in the se-
cond axis experimentwe presented the 4 action exemplars of the
firstmain experiment, but only in stereo,moving either along the
z or x axis of the actor, and viewed either frontally or laterally in a
2 × 2 design (Fig. 2). If the frontal viewpoint effect in the firstmain
experiment was due only to the axis of motion being OFPP, we
should observe an interaction between the factors axis ofmotion
and viewpoint.

Figure 8 shows the results of the ROI analysis in 16 subjects,
with ROIs defined by the 3-way interaction in the main experi-
ment. As per our prediction, the activity in all 4 SAS regions
showed an interaction between axis of motion and viewpoint:
the activity was stronger for frontal viewpoint when actions
were directed along the z axis of the actor; the opposite proved
true for the lateral viewpoint. This was confirmed by significant
interactions in the four 2-way ANOVAs (all P < 0.01, see legend
Fig. 8). However, the profiles of the 4 areas also showed some dif-
ferences: the activity in PCG is stronger for frontally-viewed
Z axis, while the 2 RI regions show the opposite trend, with the
laterally viewed X axis evoking somewhat more activity and the
DIPSM site showing a nearly perfect reversal. The 3-way interac-
tions computed in a 4 (ROIs) × 2 (viewpoints) × 2 (directions of ac-
tion) ANOVA reached significance (F3,45 = 3.1 P < 0.05), showing
that the 4 ROIs were functionally different. Moreover, a post hoc
test (P < 0.001, asterisk in Fig. 8) showed that the activity in PCG
evoked by frontally viewed Z axis was the strongest of the 16 con-
ditions. These results show that in all SAS regions, the stereo ef-
fect occurred only for OFPP actions, as predicted by physics. In

addition, however, left premotor cortex exhibited a frontal view-
point preference: its activity was boosted when stereo-actions
were observed from the frontal perspective.

Single-voxel Analysis of the Discrimination Experiment
In the first 2 experiments, results were obtained with classical
univariate methods based on the logic that only suprathreshold
activity can detect an underlying neural process. Although very
useful, these methods may be too coarse for testing whether
the increased activity in the stereo-action-specific regions corre-
sponded to more accurate representations of the actions, as one
would expect from theory. To address this question, we investi-
gated activity in single voxels and tested howwell they could dis-
tinguish between 2 observed actions. In the discrimination
control experiment we presented the stereo and mono-condi-
tions of the 4 action exemplars (from the previous 2 experiments)
separately. We then introduced a new statistic, the d′, based on a
comparison between means and standard deviations of fitted
BOLD activity evoked by 2 action-conditions at the voxel level
(see Fig. 4). This statistic, used as sensitivity metric in perceptual
studies, is mathematically a distance and here it can be thought
of as a neural distance, measuring differences in MR activity be-
tween conditions. Hence, it allowed us to test whether or not sin-
gle voxels discriminated better between 2 observed actions in
stereo- than in mono-conditions.

The top row of Figure 9 shows the activity profiles of the 4 SAS
regions for the third discrimination experiment. As expected
from the previous 2 experiments, activation by the observation
of manipulation exemplars is stronger in stereo-conditions
than in mono. Repeated-measures ANOVA yielded a significant
main effect of stereopsis after correction for 4 comparisons
in PCG (F1,8 = 10.9, P < 0.01) and the DIPSM sector (F1,8 = 16.9,

A B C D

Figure 8. Activity profiles of the 4 stereo-action-specific regions in the second axis experiment. Same conventions as Figure 7. Two-way ANOVAs on individual profiles:

PCG. Main effect VP: F1,15 = 19.8 P < 0.001; main effect AX: F1,15 = 20.1 P < 0.001; VP × AX: F1,15 = 27.7 P < 0.001. DIPSM. Main effect VP: F1,15 = 0.007 P > 0.9; main effect AX:

F1,15 = 0.008 P > 0.9; VP × AX: F1,15 = 8.3 P < 0.01. Dorsal RI. Main effect VP: F1,15 = 1.4 P > 0.2; main effect AX: F1,15 = 0.08 P > 0.9; VP × AX: F1,15 = 7.8 P < 0.01. Ventral RI. Main

effect VP: F1,15 = 0.2 P > 0.6; main effect AX: F1,15 = 3.9 P > 0.07 ; VP × AX: F1,15 = 8,2 P < 0.01. Three-way ANOVA comparing profiles: main effect ROI: F3,45 = 1.4 P > 0.2; main

effect VP: F1,15 = 1.3 P > 0.2; main effect AX: F1,15 = 1.1 P > 0.3; ROI × VP: F3,45 = 9.8; P < 0.001; ROI × AX: F3,45 = 15.8 P < 0.001; VP × AX: F1,15 = 18.9 P < 0.001; ROI × VP × AX:

F3,45 = 3.1 P < 0.05. Red asterisk indicates that the frontal Z condition in PCG differs from the same condition in the 3 other ROIs. VP, view point, AX, axis.
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P < 0.005). Other main effects and interactions were not signifi-
cant. Six d′ values could be calculated between the 4 exemplars
tested and are shown in the bottom row of Figure 9. To a greater
extent than activity levels, the d′ increased in stereo-conditions
compared with mono. Again the increase was larger in PCG and
the DIPSM sector. Indeed in the repeated-measure ANOVAs, the
main effects of stereopsis were significant after correction for 4
comparisons only for these 2 sites (see Fig. legend). The grand
average d′ values in the stereo-conditions ranged from 0.6 to 0.7
in the RI sites to 1 in PCG and the DIPSM sector. The latter value
corresponds in an unbiased observer to 70% correct. Recent psy-
chophysical studies (Platonov and Orban 2015) indicate that
human observers are indeed unbiased with regard to action dis-
crimination, thus the representation of observed manipulative
stereo-actions is quite accurate. The main effect of action-pair
and the interactions were all nonsignificant. The d′ values for
the different action pairs are relatively similar in PCG or the
DIPSM sector, ranging between 0.7 and 1.4. Thus, the accuracy
of action-exemplar representation in these 2 regions not only im-
proved with stereo, but was also relatively homogeneous. The ef-
fects of stereopsis on the main effect regions were very different
(Supplementary Fig. 5). The activity profiles show that the mean
activity of the ROIs changed little, as expected from the first

experiment. On the other hand, the d′ values generally increased
slightly reaching on average 0.5 in parietal and premotor sites for
stereo-conditions.

The combined increases in activation and in d′with stereopsis
in PCG and the DIPSM sector could suggest that these 2measures
arenot independent. If thiswere true, therewould be no justifica-
tion for the additional d′ analysis. We investigated this issue at
the single-voxel level in the 4 SAS sites (Supplementary Fig. S6).
The relationships between d′ and the mean activity of the voxel
for the 2 actions entering the d′ were best fitted by linear func-
tions. The correlation coefficients, although significant, were
equal to 0.05 or smaller, indicating that <1% of the d′ variance
was explained by the activation level of the voxel (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 6). In univariate analyses the most relevant measure is
a contrast between conditions, hence we also related the d′ va-
lues to the difference in mean activity and in SD (Supplementary
Figure 7). As one might expect from the definition of d′, it was
related, if nonlinearly, to the difference in activity between the
2 actions compared in the voxel in any of the 4 SAS regions (Sup-
plementary Fig. 7A–D). Difference in activity accounted for 50% of
the variance in PCG and the DIPSM sector and for 30–40% of d′
variance in the RI regions. On the other hand d′ correlated little
with the difference in standard deviation, which accounted for

A B C D

E F G H

Figure 9. Activity profiles (A–D) and d′ (E–H) for stereo- (red) andmono- (blue) actions of the stereo-action-specific regions (left PCG: A,E; left DIPSM: B,F; left dorsal RI: C,G;

and left ventral RI: D,H) across the 9 subjects in the discrimination experiment. Means and SE are indicated, as well as corresponding % correct (for unbiased observers) in

left lower corner. gr, grasping, pu, pushing, dr, dragging, di, displacing. Short horizontal lines on y axis: grand averages for stereo (red) and mono-conditions (blue).

Repeated-measure ANOVAs for d′ distributions: main effect of stereopsis: F1,18 = 9.1 (P < 0.01) in PCG, F1,18 = 8.8 (P < 0.01) in DIPSM sector, F1,18 = 1.9 (P > 0.15) in dorsal RI

and F1,18 = 1.4 (P > 0.45) in ventral RI. Main effect of action pairs and interactions all P > 0.3. The distribution across subjects of d′ values for pairs 1, 3, and 5 in PCG are

shown in Figure 4J–L. The lowest d′ values across subjects and action pairs equaled 0.45 in PCG and 0.43 in DIPSM.
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<1% of the variance (Supplementary Fig. 7E–H). Hence, we con-
clude that d′ analysis is largely independent of activation levels
and thus complementary to univariate analysis of activity levels.

Finally, one anonymous reviewer suggested that CVA, a more
established technique (Friston et al. 1995), might yield results
similar to the d′ analysis, insofar as both are related to linear dis-
criminant analysis. Canonical variance analysis does indeed
allow for testing contrasts between action exemplars in the
stereo-conditions, thus addressing the accuracy of action repre-
sentations. However, CVA is a multivariate analysis that maxi-
mizes the ratio of the variance explained by the experimental
design relative to the variance due to noise. It is thus a global
method that tests not only activation effects, but also functional
connectivity, resulting in eigen-images, that is, sets of voxels, in
which contrasts are significant. As implemented in SPM8, one
has to mask the resulting eigen-values with the set of regions
of interest, here the SAS regions, and test whether the dimen-
sionality within the mask is larger than zero, indicating that at
least one eigen-image is significant. The results for the various
action pairs in individual subjects are listed in Supplementary
Table 2. The χ2 reached significance for dimensionality 1 in all
subjects for most action pairs, but in only 8/9 subjects for grasp-
ing-pushing and in 5/9 subjects for dragging-displacing. After
correction for 6 comparisons, dragging–displacing was not sig-
nificant for any subject and grasping-pushing in only 4. Further
testing with masks reduced to single SAS regions indicated that
the lack of significance was not linked to any particular SAS re-
gions. This is rather different from the d′ analysis results. Indeed,
the d′ was similarly high for pushing-grasping in all SAS regions
(1 in Fig. 9), and for dragging–displacing in PCG and the DIPSM
sector (6 in Fig. 9). Thus the CVA analysis is not only very different
in nature and outcome, but also seems less sensitive than the d′
analysis introduced here.

PPI Analysis of the First Main Experiment
The 3-way interaction in the first experiment produced statistic-
ally significant activation sites in a sector of DIPSM, 2 retro-insu-
lar sites (PFop and PFcm) and in precentral gyrus. As mentioned,
these 4 SAS regions, unlike the action main effect areas, are lo-
cated outside the classical manipulation–observation network
(Jastorff et al. 2010; Ferri, Rizzolatti, et al. 2015). To gain further

insight into the nature of the signals processed in the SAS
regions, and ultimately their identity, we investigated their
effective connectivity using a PPI analysis of data from the first
main experiment. In performing this analysis, we had 2 questions
in mind. Firstly, how similar is the connectivity of the stereo-
action-specific regions and that of the action-observation net-
work. In this latter network, the parietal nodes typically project
to both lower (LOTC) andhigher (premotor) level cortices, a feature
alsopresent in the connectivityof the actionmain effect areas (see
Supplementary Fig. 8 andTable 3). Secondly,wewonderedwhether
and at what level the stereo-action-specific regions might be con-
nected with the areas displaying the action main effect.

The seed regions were obtained in 18, 19, 21 and 18 subjects
for DIPSM, PCG (Fig. 10A), dorsal and ventral RI (Fig. 10B) sites, re-
spectively. These are indicated as stars in Figure 10, while the tar-
get areas (Table 2) are indicated by color-matched nodes for
DIPSM and PCG sites (Fig. 10A) and for dorsal and ventral RI
(Fig. 10B) independently. As predicted, the seed regions were ef-
fectively interconnected, often with tight overlaps between
seed and target voxels. Targets from different seeds also overlap
closely. Connections between the 2 RIs are sparse (Fig. 10B): dor-
sal RI connects only to the PCG and DIPSM sites and to a BA 44
site, while ventral RI projects to PCG, to the same BA 44 site as
dorsal RI (both indicated by purple voxels), and to a lingual
gyrus site. These connections are consistent with the presumed
vestibular nature of the RI sites, as the lingual site has been impli-
cated in visuo-vestibular interactions (Maffei et al. 2010), and the
BA 44 site in vestibular processing (Lobel et al. 1999). The DIPSM
site (Fig. 10A) projects to 2 SAS regions, PCG and ventral RI, aswell
as to PF and an inferior frontal sulcus site. Only PCG (Fig. 10A) has
more extensive connectivity, targeting the DIPSM site rather pre-
cisely and dorsal RI among other SAS regions, as well as phAIP
(see Supplementary Fig. 9), several LOTC sites, and the lingual re-
gion mentioned above. Hence the stereo-action-specific regions
form a rather closed network, as only 9 of its 16 connections
are to outside nodes, all in the left hemisphere, compared with
5 of 7 connections of themain effect network, which connects bi-
laterally (Supplementary Fig. 8 and Table 3). Only PCG, which is
linked to all other network nodes, is connected to the lower-
level regions of the manipulation-action observation network
(phAIP, pSTS).

A B

Figure 10. Flat maps showing regions with significant (P < 0.001 uncorrected, size >10 voxels) PPI for PCG (red) and DIPSM (green) seeds (stars, A) and dorsal (orange), and

ventral (blue) RI seeds (stars, B). In B, overlap is indicated by purple. Same conventions as Figure 5. Triangles: activation sites fromprevious studies, as indicated. Numbers:

see Table 2.
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Thus the PPI analysis shows that the stereo-action-specific re-
gions form a relatively segregated network distinct from the ac-
tion-observation network. In addition, this analysis provides
additional indications that some information circulating within
this network is vestibular in nature. This should not be surpris-
ing, insofar as stereopsis is needed for exact computation of the
kinematics of OFPP observed actions, allowing for more precise
comparisons of visual and vestibular signals.

Discussion
Our results show that stereoscopic observation of others’ actions
activates specific sites in premotor, parietal, and retro-insular
cortex, but only for OFPP actions. Importantly, d′ analysis indi-
cated that the premotor and parietal specific sites house a more
accurate neural representation of observed actions. They also
show that action-related stereoscopic signals are processed in a
specific network including several visuo-vestibular nodes, sug-
gesting that it provides information about the unfolding of ob-
served actions in space where gravity operates. We will discuss,
in succession, the relationship with previous work, the different
stereo-action-specific sites and the more general implications of
our findings.

Comparison with Previous Studies

Our results are in accord with the recent findings of Jastorff et al.
(2016) that stereopsis enhances processing of observed action in
premotor and parietal cortex. Importantly, the present study, in
addition to uncovering a previously unknown SAS network, pro-
vides 3 novel items of information: (1) the stereopsis effects con-
cern only observed actions moving out of the FP plane of the
observer, (2) a frontal viewpoint further enhances the stereo ef-
fect only at the premotor level, and (3) this increased activity en-
tails a more accurate representation of the observed actions at
the single-voxel level. Unlike the Jastorff et al. (2016) study in
which the monocular depth cues were limited in the mono-con-
ditions, rich depth information was available in these conditions
in the present study. Hence it is unlikely that the present results
reflect a nonspecific increase in depth information, rather than
the addition of the stereopsis cue. The latter is the only cue
able to disambiguate dynamic OFPP changes for nonrigid bodies
(Regan and Gray 2001). The Jastorff et al. (2016) study suggested
that selectivity for observed stereo-actions emerges at the
occipitotemporal cortical level, just as selectivity for observed
actions in the FP plane, and that the proportion of 3D-action-
selective neurons gradually increases through successive levels
of the action observation network, reaching a maximum at the
premotor level. The present results are consistent with this view
and further imply a large concentration of stereo-action-selective
neurons in PCG and in the other SAS regions.

The present study introduced a novel analysis: d′ assessed at
the single-voxel level. The d′ is a statistic whose reliability de-
pends on the number of samples, which in the present study ex-
ceeded the 200 samples considered sufficient for avoiding biases
in d′ estimations (Miller 1996). The d′ computation assumes that
these 280 samples are independent or that their dependency is
taken into account. Our calculation indeed corrects for the auto-
correlation within runs measured for each voxel and action sep-
arately. d′ is a mathematical distance with all properties of
distances (e.g., positivity, symmetry, the triangular inequality,
and ratio scaling, (Macmillan and Creelman 2005) and hence is
a natural choice for expressing neural distance capturing the
space separating MR representations of 2 observed actions at

the single-voxel level. Since it has been shown that humans are
usually unbiased in discriminating 2manipulative actions (Plato-
nov and Orban 2015) d′ has an implicit interpretation in terms of
% correct discrimination. The comparison with mean and differ-
ential activation levels and difference in standard deviations in-
dicate that while d′ depends on differential activation, as
expected from its definition, it is largely independent ofmean ac-
tivation or difference in variability. These results suggest that the
d′ analysis is valid and complements the univariate analyses, but
further work is needed to confirm this first report. The present
findings are consistent with a number of previous studies indi-
cating that single voxels carrymore information than is generally
assumed. Indeed, Serences et al. (2009) have shown that single
voxels in early visual areas (V1–3) are tuned to orientation. At
higher levels, Harvey et al. (2015, 2013) have demonstrated that
single SPL voxels are tuned to numerosity and object size.
These studies emphasizing the processing power of single voxels
stand in sharp contrast toMVPAwhichmaintains that single vox-
els carry little information and thatmore information is available
in the activity patterns of a set of voxels. However, MVPA indi-
cates only that a feature might be represented in a region, while
d′ directly describes the representation of that feature, here ob-
served manipulative actions. d′ analysis is not only radically dif-
ferent from MVPA, but it may also be more sensitive, as the
percent correct corresponding to the d′ values that we report for
the stereo conditions (70% and higher) exceed the levels com-
monly reported for MVPA (often 55–60%). As an additional bene-
fit, d′ analysis, unlike MVPA, readily indicates the most sensitive
voxels. Like MVPA, however, it assumes that neurons with simi-
lar selectivities are clustered (Dubois et al. 2015).

An anonymous reviewer suggested on theoretical grounds
that the d′ analysis should be similar to the canonical variance
analysis (Friston et al. 1995) already available in SPM. CVA, how-
ever, is amuchmore global multivariate analysis and does not at
all address the processing power of single voxels. In addition, its
output is a significance level, not a distance measure. While CVA
confirmed that the action representation in the SAS regions is
generally accurate where stereopsis operates, it did not provide
measures of this accuracy and could not detect that all 4 action
exemplars were equally accurately represented. Such a finding
is of theoretical importance, as it relates to the coverage of the ob-
served actions by the cortical representation. Direct comparison
of the 2 methods also indicates that CVA may be less sensitive
than the d′ analysis used here. Indeed, 2 pairs gave nonsignificant
results with CVA in the majority of subjects, while one can show
by estimating the confidence limits of the d′ that it differed sig-
nificantly from zero for all subjects and for all pairs in PCG and
the DIPSM sector. In fact, the lowest d′ across subjects and ac-
tion-pairs is 0.45 in PCG and 0.43 in the DIPSM sector, still signifi-
cantly different from zero, as the confidence limits for a sample
size of 256 span ± 0.22 (±1.96 × 0.0131/2) around the d′ of a voxel.
Further work will be needed to assess the respective merits of
d′ analysis, univariate activation and MVPA.

The LeadNode of the Stereo-action-specificNetwork: PCG

In the present study, the PCG site (Fig. 6) located ventral to the
premotor main effect of action site, appears as the main stereo-
action-specific region. The PCG site corresponds to the part of
area 6 receiving vestibular input (Lobel et al. 1999; Ebata et al.
2004). As shown in Figure 11 it is located in ventral premotor cor-
tex (Tomassini et al. 2007; Schubotz et al. 2010), between phF5c
(Ferri, Peeters, et al. 2015) and M1 (Geyer et al. 1996), and thus
should correspond to F4 of the monkey, which has similar
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topological relationships and also receives vestibular input
(Akbarian et al. 1994; Barbas et al. 1999). Hence, we propose the
PCG site as the putative human homolog of monkey F4 (phF4).
Because it is connected to the 3 other stereo-action-specific
nodes, 2 of which located in what is generally believed to be ves-
tibular cortex in humans, we propose that PCG represents others’
actions as they unfold in space under the effect of gravity (see
below). This proposal is consistent with its proximity to a site in-
volved in reorienting attention along the z-axis near the body
(Chen et al. 2012). PCG is located more caudally relative to the
stereo interaction sites described in the previous study (Jastorff
et al. 2016), both of which are located in the precentral sulcus.
However, the biological motion stimuli shown in that study
were diverse whole-body actions, such as dancing, shown with
no background from a single viewpoint. Hence it is likely that
the representation of stereo-actions in PCG was not activated in
that study.

The PCG site is the lead node of the stereo-action-specific net-
work providing most of its outputs. It is also distinct from the
other SAS nodes in its dependence on a frontal viewpoint, sug-
gesting that it may play a role in face-to-face interactions requir-
ing accurate assessment of actions performed by conspecifics,
especially when directed toward the observer. Furthermore, it
shares with the DIPSM sector a representation of stereo-actions
that is both accurate and homogeneous. This PCG site, although
functionally clearly distinct from the dorsal PCS site of the gener-
alized (over stereopsis and viewpoint) action–observation net-
work, is contiguous and ventral to this dorsal site, the location
of which matches earlier findings (Ferri, Peeters, et al. 2015;
Ferri, Rizzolatti, et al. 2015). The latter site may correspond to

F2vr of the monkey, which is also related to hand and wrist ac-
tions (Raos et al. 2004). The spatial arrangements of the PCG
and dPCS sites are reminiscent of human andmonkey FEF, a ven-
tro-caudal subregion of which is devoted to pursuit in 3D and a
target of vestibular input (Ebata et al. 2004).

Other Nodes of the Stereo-action-specific Network

The parietal stereo-action-specific region was located in DIPSM.
Its profile indicates only aweakmono-action response,matching
its location at the periphery of the manipulation action observa-
tion network (Ferri, Rizzolatti, et al. 2015). It is located just behind
a region (Fig. 11A) involved in optic flow processing (Cardin and
Smith 2010), a characteristic of VIP, which in monkeys is con-
nected reciprocally with F4 (Rizzolatti and Luppino 2001), as the
DIPSM site is with PCG (phF4). Extensive studies have attributed
2 functions to monkey VIP (Clery et al. 2015): first, the visuo-tact-
ile processing of intrusion into peripersonal space, especially
near the head (Graziano and Cooke 2006; Avillac et al. 2007; Guip-
poni et al. 2015), a characteristic appearing predominantly in the
rostral part of VIP, and second, visuo-vestibular processing of
self-motion (Schaafsma and Duysens 1996; Bremmer et al. 2002;
Zhang et al. 2004; Chen et al. 2011a) that is distributed over most
of its extent. We have earlier proposed (Ferri, Rizzolatti, et al.
2015) that dorsal DIPSA, just in front of DIPSM, may correspond
to rostral VIP, processing intrusions into the peripersonal space
of the actor, as suggested by its overlap with visuo-tactile regions
(Gentile et al. 2011) and visual intrusion-processing regions (Holt
et al. 2014). That proposal implied that only ventral DIPSA corre-
sponds to posterior AIP, rather than the entire DIPSA region as

A B C

Figure 11. (A) Flat map (partial left hemisphere) showing the stereo-specific regions in relation to subregions of area 6 and area 4 (Geyer et al. 1996; Geyer 2004), and to

functionally defined regions (see insets); IPS3-5 centers of retinotopic maps from Konen and Kastner (2008); (B,C) flatmap (partial left hemisphere) showing SAS sector in

DIPSM in relation tomyelin pattern-B, (Abdollahi et al. 2014)-, and to cytoarchitectonic regions (C) of Choi et al. (2006) and Scheperjans et al. (2008). In B the putative rostral

VIP site (thin black lines) from Ferri, Rizzolatti, et al. (2015) and its putative extension in DIPSM (thick black lines) curl around themyelin peak, presumably corresponding

to LIPv.
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initially postulated (Durand et al. 2009; Vanduffel et al. 2014).
Similarly, we now propose that only the ventral part of DIPSM
corresponds to monkey anterior LIP, specifying our earlier inter-
pretation (Orban et al. 2006; Durand et al. 2009; Vanduffel et al.
2014), and that the SAS site in DIPSM corresponds to a more cau-
dal part of VIP. We further propose that its function includes the
processing of movements of body parts in peripersonal space, in
addition to overallmotion of the body in extrapersonal space. Just
as postulated for the anterior part of VIP (Ferri, Rizzolatti, et al.
2015), this function can apply to the subject’s own peripersonal
space or to that of an observed actor. Hence, according to our hy-
pothesis, the signals exchanged by the SAS site in DIPSMand PCG
reflect the unfolding of actions in the peripersonal space of the
actor. This presumed identification of the DIPSM site as an exten-
sion of the human counterpart of VIP fits with its proximity to the
myelin concentration near the IPS (Fig. 11B), supposedly corre-
sponding to monkey vLIP (Glasser et al. 2012) . The subdivision
of DIPSM into 2 functional subregions is consistent with the ori-
ginal report of Sunaert et al. (1999), who described 2motion-sen-
sitive regions at that level, and the overlap of DIPSM with 2
distinct retinotopic maps (IPS3 and 4, Fig. 11A). It also fits with
the cytoarchitectonic parcellation: DIPSM overlaps mainly with
7A (Scheperjans et al. 2008) but also with hIP3 (Fig. 13C) (Choi
et al. 2006).

The 2 remaining stereo-action-specific regions are dorsal and
ventral RI, located in what is assumed to be human vestibular
cortex (Bottini et al. 1994; Kahane et al. 2003; Lopez et al. 2012;
zu Eulenburg et al. 2012; Dieterich and Brandt 2015). In fact, the
retro-insular region of the vestibular network described by Indo-
vina et al. (2005), supposedly belonging to a network encoding the
visual effects of gravity (internal 1 g network), is centered on the
border between dorsal and ventral RI (Fig. 11). Dorsal RI overlaps
with posterior insular cortex, a visual motion region (Sunaert
et al. 1999; Claeys et al. 2003; Frank et al. 2014) putatively corre-
sponding to monkey vestibular posterior sylvian region (Chen
et al. 2011b). This area is located next to monkey Parieto-insular
vestibular cortex, the core vestibular region (Guldin and Grusser
1998; Chen et al. 2011b), towhich ventral RImay then correspond.
Indeed, ventral RI was less reactive to 3D action observation
(Fig. 7) than its dorsal counterpart, and their d′patterns are some-
what different. Interestingly, the RI region also receives conver-
gent visuo-tactile input (Gentile et al. 2011), suggesting that it
integrates multiple sensory channels, as does dDIPSA/DIPSM.
We propose that the RI connection to PCG (Fig. 10) provides visual
gravity signals from the internal 1 g network described by Indovi-
na et al. (2005). Indeed, the 2 regions displayed only a nonsignifi-
cant increase in d′ between the observed actions, suggesting a
more ancillary role in the network. This raises the issue of ves-
tibular input to the classic action observation network obtained
with lateral viewing without stereo. This network generally in-
cludes DIPSM (Jastorff et al. 2010; Ferri, Rizzolatti, et al. 2015),
thus parts of DIPSM neighboring the SAS sector might provide
vestibular input. Lower-level, occipitotemporal regions are a pos-
sible alternative, since Maffei et al. (2015) documented gravity ef-
fects on biological motion in the pOTS region.

The stereo-action-specific network is entirely left-lateralized.
Since it is driven primarily by the frontal view in the factorial
main experiment, its lateralization is unlikely to reflect a simple
visual asymmetry in the stimulus, as repeatedly reported for the
parietal action regions (Wheaton et al. 2004; Jastorff et al. 2010;
Ferri, Rizzolatti, et al. 2015). The left bias is more likely to reflect
motor dominance in the left hemisphere. This may reflect the
fact that in all videos the hand used by the actor was the right
hand (Shmuelof and Zohary 2006). Indeed, the effects of stereo

at the premotor and parietal level were much more bilateral in
the previous study (Jastorff et al. 2016), in which left and right
limbs contributed equally to the actions portrayed in the BM
stimuli. Further work is needed to understand the left lateraliza-
tion of the stereo-action-specific regions.

In conclusion, the stereo-action-specific regions are closely
related to regions that also process vestibular signals, unsurpris-
ingly so since stereopsis allows precise assessment of the kine-
matics of the actions observed, including accelerations. This
functional overlap may help explain that vestibular symptoms
such as dizziness or nausea have been reported while viewing
of 3D movies (Yang et al. 2012; Solimini 2013).

Implications of the Present Study

The findings of the present study indicate that stereopsis im-
proves action representation and activates a network of regions
with vestibular inputs, possibly providing a description of how
the observed actions unfold in peripersonal space. Such observa-
tions have profound theoretical implications. First, there are sig-
nificant implications regarding the debate about the role of
premotor cortex in action observation: whether premotor mirror
neurons are critical for action perception (Rizzolatti et al. 2014), or
are not (Rogalsky et al. 2013; Vannuscorps and Caramazza 2015).
If action perception includes the unfolding of observed actions in
space, action perception may indeed require activation of the
premotor level. Indeed this level hosts the required signals, deriv-
ing from the integration of signals arising from parietal and ves-
tibular cortex. Second, it also sheds light onto the question as to
why stereopsis is crucial to primate evolution (Barton 2004; Lam-
bot et al. 2005; Heesy et al. 2011). Traditionally, it is considered es-
sential for the visual control of hand actions, for which motor
cortex sends signals directly to spinal motoneurons (Lemon
2008). This is generally understood as visual control of objectma-
nipulation (Watt and Bradshaw 2003). The present study indi-
cates that face-to-face interactions and sharing workspaces
with conspecifics may represent additional reasons for stereo-
scopic control of hand actions.
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